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DESIGN CHARRETTE

 DRAWINGS

Sections through my site looking at volume and scale
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Mapping important factors that will influence my project on my site

Campus design sketches

Connection over the N14
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Concept campus design sketches
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Connection over the N14
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Concept design responding to the civic nature of my site
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Concept design responding to road connections
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Concept design responding to the Civic & Iconic
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Saturday, 26 September 2015

RE-THINKING HEALTHCARE IN CITIES

 INTENSIVE STUDIO WITH PROF PHIL ASTLEY

In the first exercise we identified the factors of change that related to our project. 
We ranked these factors on a scale of importance, ranging from low to high and then on a scale of uncertainty,
 ranging again from low to high.

We then took the highest importance factors of change and put them on a timeline in order to try and predict
 how they would change or influence things in the future.

Pecha Kucha reflecting on the intensive studio week with Prof Phil Astley. I focused on what I learnt during
 the week and how it informed my thesis thinking, work and process.
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RE-THINKING HEALTHCARE IN CITIES

INTENSIVE STUDIO WITH PROF PHIL ASTLEY

We were asked to do some research on information and communications technologies (ICT) in delivering
 primary healthcare services. The healthcare specific ICT I selected was the automated pneumatic tubes. 

We prepared a presentation sheet that 

defined our selected technology

displayed an image of the technology in use

summarise a case study of the technology in use

Were there any benefits?

Were there any constraints?

How the technology might be used or adapted in primary care and communication in the hospital in the
 future
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In the book Education, Architecture and Urbanism (Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios)

Jeremy Till refers to universities as three-legged stools as there are three main architectural demands that
 universities need to respond to. These three demands are the referred to the civic, the iconic and the social. 

The mixed-use campus I proposed would respond to these demands with a campus that would bring the
 education, commercial and community sectors together to work as one.
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BUILT ENVIRONMENT CAMPUS

THEMES
(Slight alteration from initial proposal)

Urban / Town Planning
Phasing

Education Nodes
Skills development / Community Involvement

Transport

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
(Same as initial proposal)

Facilities / Transport / Financial

APPROACH
(Same as initial proposal)

SITE
(Same as initial proposal)

LANSERIA

PROGRAMME

 The building program that I will introduce is a mixed-use campus with the possibility of it becoming a tertiary
 education campus in the future as the area continues to develop. The mixed-use campus will comprise of a
 business or commercial sector, a tertiary educational sector and a community involvement and development
 sector. Each of these sectors will work together in the built environment to impact the surrounding areas and
 communities. 

The tertiary education facilities will help feed into the commercial sectors through employment while
 the employees in the commercial sector would be tutors or lecturers for the students and would also run
 short courses for the less fortunate people living the 
surrounding areas and the shacks in the area. 

Wednesday, 12 August 2015
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NAIROBI TRIP

We as Unit 2 students were privileged enough to go on a trip to Nairobi, Kenya for a week to

I worked with David Spratt for this project and what we focused on were the levels of decision making and
 control that each specific person, whether a professional or a member of the community. Every person
 affected by the intervention or design should have a say in the matter but only to a certain extent. David and
 I disagreed with the approach that the designers took for the railway project. The way that we understood
 the process of decision making and design of the team was that they went to the member of the community
 and basically asked each one of them what their dream homes were and what features they wanted, for
 example a pool. Then they had to go back to the community and explain to them that they could not have
 specific things in there homes as the budget and space would not allow for that. 

David and I suggested that they should have given the community members specific options that they could
 have in their dream homes. There needed to be a certain level of control and decision making made at a higher
 level that would set boundaries for the lower levels of decision making.

 Our project demonstrated that at the beginning there needs to be some sort of data collection in order to
 inform decision making. Then every level of decision making that happens in each level, there needs to be more
 data collection that is specific to the level at which decisions are being made. When making decisions there is
 a continuous cycle of influence and data collection across the different hierarchical levels.
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INITIAL THESIS PROPOSAL

EDUCATION CAMPUS

 

THEMES

Urban / Town Planning
Phasing

Transport
Education Nodes

Sports /Skills development

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

Facilities / Transport / Financial

As our education systems continue to develop, there is a constant rise in the number of matriculants that
 acquire a university acceptance, yet there is a limit to the capacity of students that universities can accept
 due to the available facilities. Many students do not get the chance to attend a university due to the limited
 facilites of the institutions, lack of transport to be able to get to the institution and the financial implications
 of the institution.

APPROACH

Get statistics on:

South Africa
- the number of matriculants, the number of university applicants and the number of students that are
 accepted into tertiary educational institutes throughout the country. 

Gauteng
- the number of universities in Gauteng and the capacity of students that the university can take.
- the number of matriculants and the number of applications to universities.
- whether students move to res to be closer to the university that they are studying at.
- the distance that students travel to university and the time taken to get to the university.

Precedent study on tertiary education institutions in South Africa and internationally over a range of various
 sizes ranging from small/specialised institutions to large institutions that offer a range of educational
 facilities across a large scope of fields. I will also look at institutions that cater specifically for up coming
 sporting students to focus on their development with the sport.

SITE

LANSERIA

After mapping the locations of universities & tertiary education institutes, I will look at the area of Lanseria
 and do an in-depth analysis of the region and its context. I will look at the current infrastructure and the
 future development plans of the area and its infrastructure and determine whether or not it will be a suitable
 area for the proposal of a university or a smaller tertiary institution.
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Monday, 27 July 2015

DENVER URBAN DESIGN FRAMEWORK

 Context
Denver is a light industrial area located along the eastern edge of a broad industrial belt spanning the southern
 extent of Johannesburg’s CBD. It sits adjacent to the historic east/west gold mining axis (known as the ‘main
 reef’). This industrial belt (buffer) is embedded into the surrounding urban fabric, simultaneously woven and
 disconnected by multiple forces: mine dumps, railways, arterials, freeways and storm water channels.

 Locating Denver

 We started the Denver project off with an in-depth desktop study of the area, its context and the systems
 within the area as well as the people who stay in the area. The study was done through online research and
 through the use of the previous year architecture student’s work and information that they had collected
 through on-site investigations and interactions. Our UNIT only had one opportunity to go on-site due to safety
 concerns, with help and suggestions from Prof Kendall and our lectures, we as a UNIT designed a new urban
 design framework for a section of the Denver informal settlement that would be implemented through phasing
 during the construction process and possibly be implemented throughout the rest of the Denver informal
 settlement. 

 

UNIT 2 UDF
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  The urban design framework was further broken down into individual briefs which were split into 3 residential
 open building typologies. The first being the alteration of the existing men’s hostel, the second was the
 implementation of 4-story walk-up units with retail on the ground floor and thirdly the implementation of
 mixed-use row houses that would comprise of private and public/commercial spaces. The designs had to
 respond to the existing context of the area, through spatial planning, through materials that are used and are
 available in the area, just to name a few.

 

These are two precedents that I focused on

DESIGN SKETCHES

Ground Floor Sketch Plans

3D Perspective Sketch
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The mixed-use row houses that I designed had a commercial and public program on the ground floor and a
 private residential program on the first and second floors. On the ground floor I proposed a community library
 as well as a small café that is adjoined to the library. The café spilled out on the public walk way that runs
 from east to west through our urban design framework and leads to the community vegetable garden. 

 

Ground Floor Library & First Floor Residential Plans

 On the upper two floors I proposed private residential houses that could be used as a single house over two
 floors that could accommodate for a relatively big family, between 4 and 6 persons. The houses could also be
 split across two floors, so a single dwelling on the first floor and another single dwelling on the second floor,
 of which each dwelling would be able to function as a bachelor pad or a and could accommodate up to a small
 family of about 3 persons.

 I decided to propose the use of steel framed construction for the structure of the row houses. I found that
 this was the closest construction method to the structure and metal use in the construction of the shacks in
 Denver, while at the same time it allowed for the best variation and flexibility for in-fill in both the
 residential and public/commercial programs on their respective floors. The use of steel framed construction
 also allowed for significant variations in the materiality that could be used for the mixed-use row houses.
 Materials I proposed to use were corten steel panels, corrugated sheet metal, brickwork, timber panels and
 plywood panels.
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VIDEO PORTFOLIO REVIEW

MAIN THEMES FOR QUARTER 1 & 2

Levels / Ecosystem / Response / Capacity

Levels

Levels are a part of our everyday lives and can be seen around us all the time. They form a hierarchy that
 affects everything we do and how we do those things. The top levels determine the parameters of every other
 level that is beneath it. Levels can be seen as themes, because they categorize and frame specific elements
 and features. Levels are an essential part to open building and they can influence the success or failure of the
 design of the building, while at the same time they also reveal the order in which things are built or installed
 and thus their importance within the construction process.

Ecosystem

Everything in the universe is a part of a greater ecosystem that is filled with complex networks that work
 together for the survival of that ecosystem. Areas in the built environment can be looked at as ecosystems as
 there are many smaller components and networks that work in unison. There are levels within the ecosystem
 that define the area and give it unique characteristics, for example the topography, infrastructure, built form
 or even the un-built form of an area. Ecosystems can be tied to context as both refer to the smaller aspects
 that form the setting and the circumstances that occur in the area. We need to study these ecosystems in its
 entirety to  be able to understand an area's full context.

Response (Challenging the conventional)

During an in-depth study of the area and interacting with the people who work and stay in the area,
 conventional terms and their meanings or interpretations should be challenged. By challenging these
 conventional terms, more investigation is required which in turn helps you to not make stereotypes and
 presumptions that may be inaccurate about the area or the people in the area. It also helps to clarify what
 exactly we are investigating and trying to prove and helps us to communicate that through tools and a language
 that everyone can understand. It even directs how we intend to respond or even not respond to the area.

Capacity

Working together with people who stay and work in an area will help to determine the levels that influence your
 design within the ecosystem of the area. The capacity of the design intervention will determine its success in
 response to the current times as well as its success in the future, whether it remains the same or is altered
 or added to in the future. In terms of capacity in open building, it is the flexibility that the base building
 creates in order for various configurations of in fill to create new spaces that can serve different functions. 
 Capacity relates to the design of a building or intervention and its success within the ecosystem.
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 Poster Presentation

Stage one video submission
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Westbury Mapping - Land Use and Key Nodes

Westbury Mapping - Roads and Edge Conditions

Westbury infographic - positives and negatives
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REFLECTIONS

The Project

When I first received the brief for the FADA Joint Community Project "Design for and with Local Communities" I was a bit
 hesitant to be collaborating with 3rd year students from various design disciplines in UJ. My past experiences with group
 projects in undergrad, with other architecture students, were never good and here was a project that crossed four design
 disciplines and focused on a site that I never knew existed, so I had my reservations.

While doing some desktop research on Westbury, in order to locate the site and to get a brief understanding of this area's rich
 history, I found many news articles and websites depicting Westbury in a very negative light. The sources portrayed Westbury as
 a dangerous area, labeled it as a 'no-go' area and described the area and its people as 'helpless and hopeless'(Gangsterism and
 drugs do not define the Westbury nation, 2014). Westbury's history is one of crime, gangs, violence, murder and drugs. No
 community is without its issues but Westbury seemed to have an overwhelming number of serious issues.

After meeting with my group and going to site for the first time, all my reservations about working in a multidiscipline group as
 well as the connotations and negative perspectives I acquired about Westbury as an area and its people, based on the research I
 did, had started to fade. After meeting people during the first site visit, I felt inspired by their testimonies and I was looking
 forward to working on this project and getting involved within the community of Westbury.

As design practitioners we all brought many different aspects and views to the table and with a collaboration of our various skill
 sets we set out to achieve our goal of uplifting the Westbury area and its image. We all viewed and interpreted the things we saw
 and heard about Westbury in a different manner as we are all brought up in different ways and each of us have developed a
 scope or lens that we perceive things through based on our design disciplines and what we focus on. Design can have a powerful
 impact on a community, in both a negative and a positive way, through engagement and interactions. If members of the
 community are involved in the design process, many lessons can be learnt on both sides.

The members of the community learn about the basic principles involved in design and in terms of architecture they can learn
 trade skills, like brick laying or plumbing, which widens people's skill sets which will help to open up job opportunities and in-
turn reduce the level of unemployment in the area. Design also has the ability to affect the physical and mental health of people
 who are using or interacting with a specific intervention. On the other hand, I would say that community engagement and
 experience when working in an area like Westbury is essential to creating a design that relates to and works effectively in the
 community. Skills like presentation and communication techniques can be learnt through a collaborative process when there is a
 language barrier, we as designers need to be able to communicate our design or ideas in a clear and simple way that everyone
 involved can understand what exactly is happening and what the possible outcomes of the project or intervention may be.

Through the community engagement and experience, long term relationships may form between the designers and members of
 the community which brings about a deeper trust between the two. Through long-term relationships, communication becomes
 easier as we, as designers, have learnt how to communicate to specific people and we have a better idea of what the people need
 or expect to get through the project or design, so we are better prepared for the process of the design to be able to design in order
 to achieve that solution. When relationships form it allows for further collaboration in the future and opens up opportunities to
 help out in any way possible, whether helping people find jobs, getting scholarships for school or varsity studies and further
 skills development.

Although we heard about drugs, crime and gangs in the majority of the interviews that we conducted, I never got the feeling that
 the area was that bad or dangerous. The way of gathering information from people needs to be respectful and clear as we are
 entering into their space and we should be respectful of that. I believe that the best process or approach to research is one where
 you get involved in what is happening and get immersed in the site and the people. Our group gathered information
 predominantly through interviews and observations but both of those are very subjective as the through the interviews the
 information can be construed towards an individual perspective or interpretation of an event.
  
I think that it is important to keep visiting the site to continue record information and involve members of the community or
 organisations in that process to inform collaboration in the area. If we can get an outcome that influences two parties then there
 is a possibility that they will work together for one outcome. But if we cannot work together with an organisation or person then
 how will we be able to get others to work with them. When working in communities like Westbury, there are many different
 people with different interactional dynamics. It is hard if not impossible to collaborate and interact fully with certain people or
 organisations as there are many different demographics, there are students, lecturers, activists, community leaders and many
 more trying to collaborate.
I feel that dealing with the vast array of demographics was much easier with students from different disciplines as it allowed for a
 broader demographic within our group that could relate to the demographics of the area, thus making interaction and
 communication a lot easier.

Conclusion

This project has been an eye opening experience in that I never knew Westbury existed and it is an area that is full of promise but
 just needs so help getting there. The people there and their testimonies are inspiring which make it easy to work with them and
 help them out where possible. Everyone in Westbury seems to be striving for same end goal so why not work together to be able
 to achieve that goal sooner.

Like my reservations at the beginning of the project the people of Westbury have reservations about working together, when you
 really get stuck into it is when you learn to work together. Sometimes working together does not work well while other times it
 works like a well oiled machine and the outcomes are phenomenal and have a great influence on the area and the people. The
 only way to find out how it is going to work is by just getting involved and working together. I believe that if people truly share
 a desire or an end goal then they will be able to work together as the desire is greater than the struggles of getting there.

This project and working with other disciplines has been enormously beneficial to me in the way that I have gone about doing
 things and how I will start doing things in different ways in order to achieve different outcomes and solutions.

Recommendations
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Need to have set timetables for when each faculty is available and try to move lectures around so that everyone from the group
 can meet at once. Having specific time slots when every member of the group is available for site visits or meetings or
 consultations.

Contact details supplied at the beginning of the project.

Have informal discussions across the groups in the same area so that ideas and reflections can be shared so that a more in-depth
 interrogation can happen.

Possibly identify problems in the areas in the brief and get the groups to decide which one they want to focus on so that all the
 groups aren't just focusing on one problem and all coming up with the same design intervention strategy or outcomes.

Visit our Facebook page to read more about the project
https://www.facebook.com/groups/668005863330413/

Saturday, 16 May 2015
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OPEN BUILDING INTENSIVE

 PROFESSOR KENDALL ASSIGNMENTS

PART 2
OPEN BUILDING PLANNING

HOUSE NICOLA-KNIGHT

OPEN BUILDING INTENSIVE
PROFESSOR KENDALL ASSIGNMENTS

PART 2
PRECEDENT SELECTION

House Nicola-Knight
Meyer + Vorster Architects
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Inverted Warehouse-Townhouse
Dean-Wolf Architects

MIR New Orleans
Elemental
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My Design Intervention

The idea behind my intervention in Newtown was to upgrade the existing transport infrastructure and
 introduce a new mixed-use building that would potentially bring an influx of people to the cultural precinct. 

I have proposed a renovation of an existing dilapidated building as the building is currently just a form in the
 landscape of Newtown. I have proposed the use of the building to serve predominantly as a bus stop waiting

 area for the local and tourist sight seeing buses. On the ground floor, the building will serve as a waiting area
 for the specific buses. On the first floor will be a curio shop for the tourists to browse while they are waiting

 and there will be a roof top terrace that will have a cafe' and bar area that will serve as a space for people
 who have longer waiting times for the next bus.

 I am also proposing a mixed use building with retail on the ground floor and residential, for the owners of the
 retail shops and the students in the area, on the first and second floors. There is an open square attached to

 the building which will be used for formalized markets on Saturdays, small concerts from Bassline music
 artists as well as crafts and other retail businesses set up in shipping containers. The shipping containers will

 serve as permanent studio spaces for craftsman and further retail functions.

EXPLORATIONS IN URBAN DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

NEWTOWN MAPPING

Group D

Andrea Relling
Mfundo Magongo
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URBAN FARM RENDER
Urban farm on Hanau street

 

 

 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES

There are numerous possibilities of sustainable infrastructure that can be implemented into the Jeppestown
 area. I have chosen to focus on three main areas of sustainable infrastructure and those areas are solar
 energy through the use of solar panels, a water collection and recycling system and urban farming. By
 implementing these sustainable infrastructures, the neighbourhood will be able to be self sustaining and be
 able to function while being off grid if necessary. 

 

 SOLAR ENERGY
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The energy obtained through the solar panels on the roofs of various buildings will be stored and used to
 illuminate the park at night. Large street lamps around the periphery of the park will illuminate the majority
 of the park and the smaller walkway lamps will illuminate the paved pathway across the park. By illuminating
 the park, people will be able to stay in the area for longer periods of time and they will feel safer as it will be
 a lit area and they will be able to see what is happening around them. 

The excess electricity that will be produced will be distributed evenly to reduce the monthly cost of
 electricity for the people within the neighbourhood.

The visible elements of this type of infrastructure are the solar panels on the roofs and the lights in the park,
 each of which are nodes in the whole process. The connections between these nodes are hidden as they can
 not come into contact with water. In this instance, specific elements of the infrastructure have to be hidden
 while others are visible.

 
 

RAINWATER COLLECTION

Rainwater collection and recycling systems will be put in place on the majority of the flat roofs. The system
 will harvest the rain water and purify it so that you can drink it and use it for domestic purposes. After its
 been used for domestic purposed, the recycling part of the system comes into play. This is where it takes the
 grey water and filters and cleans the water so that the water can then be used to water the urban farms. 

 At point 1 the storm water infrastructure will be visible in order to catch all the water run off from the
 drinking fountains that will be put into place.

 

 At point 2 the storm water infrastructure will also be visible in order to catch all the surface run off from
 the park and streets.
The rest of the system is hidden as it is linked to the existing storm water disposal systems.

 The visible elements for this type of infrastructure would be the collection, storage and filtering systems on
 the roof of the buildings and on the ground it would be the 2 collection points at the ends of the park. The
 rest of the system could in fact be visible and easily accessible even though I have chose to link it to the
 current storm water disposal systems that they have in place already.

 
 

URBAN FARMING
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At point number 1, the urban farm is on the first floor story of the building as the first floor story was not
 being used and there is no roof on that building. The urban farms that will grow on this particular building will
 need to be grown in planter boxes.

 

At point number 2, the urban farm will be on ground level and so the plants and crops will be able to be planted
 straight into the earth in order for it to grow.

 

 The urban farming infrastructure is all visible in terms of seeing the soil and the plants and vegetables
 growing and the urban farms will be open to anybody to grow their own food and be able to share the food
 with the rest of the neighbourhood. 

 The hidden elements for this type of infrastructure would be the irrigation system and the connections that
 get the water from the roof of the buildings all the way down to the urban farms so that the recycling grey
 water can be used to feed the crops that will be grown there.

JEPPESTOWN'S INFRASTRUCTURE ON AN URBAN TISSUE LEVEL

 The urban tissue level of the built environment focuses on a specific portion of the
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 city, namely a suburb or neighbourhood. The infrastructures that relate to this scale
 of inquiry range from parks to market squares to streets and pavements to building

 sectors.

 

The market infused with the taxi rank draws people in for trade and business
 opportunities, while the park draws people in for recreational activities like

 running and sports.
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JEPPESTOWN'S INFRASTRUCTURE ON A CITY STRUCTURE LEVEL

The city structure level of the built environment focuses on the entire area that the city encompasses. The
 infrastructures related to this scale of inquiry range from roads to public transport to stadiums to city parks
 to the city center itself.

 

Jeppestown has a strong transport infrastructure that allows for various methods of transport to and from
 the area.

UNDERSTANDING INFRASTRUCTURE

  "the basic physical and organisational structures and facilities (eg. buildings, roads,
 services) needed for the functionality of a society or business"

 Infrastructure is commonly split into two main categories, namely 'hard' and 'soft' infrastructure.

'hard infrastructure'
relates to the physical networks or facilities that are necessary for the operation of the society or enterprise

'soft infrastructure'
relates to the institutions that are involved in the sustainability and growth of the country or society

I am going to further categorise 'hard infrastructure' as either being visible or hidden. 
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The visible refers to the above ground and larger scale infrastructure, while the hidden refers to the under ground and
 smaller scale infrastructure. The two categories are of equal importance and seem to be able to function
 independently, but when you start to look at the 'life span' of each category, you will find that they will eventually
 have a huge effect on each other.

 

In common construction practice, MEP (mechanical, electrical and plumbing) services are installed below the
 visible infrastructure and within structural elements of a building in order for these services to remain hidden and this
 is where the problem begins. Because of the shorter life span of the hidden infrastructure, they need to be
 maintained and in instances where they are not easily accessible, the visible infrastructures need to be dismantled in
 order to allow for that maintenance. 

 

eg. In the instance of upgrading or maintaining the hidden services under roads or paving, the road or paving will
 need to be dismantled to allow for the access for the upgrade or maintenance and then reassembled after

 completion.
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Tuesday, 17 February 2015

CRITICAL NEIGHBOURHOOD IMMERSION

What kind of surface and area creates the most interaction between people?

I started my process of inquiry by studying the movement of people through specific spaces and intersections along
 John Page drive. As they moved through or entered into those spaces, I documented the number of interactions
 that occurred and the duration of those interactions to determine which of the spaces served as the best catalyst
 for interactions and which of the spaces could sustain the interactions for the longest periods of time, based on
 the surrounding surface conditions, the size of the space and the activities that occurred in that space or in the
 vicinity of that area of study.

What I found was that along John Page Dr from the intersections of Margaret Mcingana St to Hans St and all the
 intersections in-between were predominantly hard surfaces with few activities occurring and the size of the
 spaces were small as there were just sidewalks. I noticed that there were very few interactions between people
 along this strip of road and of those interactions that occurred, none lasted more than 5mins. I never had a single
 interaction with anyone along this strip of road.

At the intersection of John Page Dr and Park St there was a change of surface at the park to a more soft and
 possibly more comfortable surface, with a much larger open area with one or two small vendor activities. I
 noticed that there were more interactions than the first strip of road but the duration of those interactions still
 lasted less than 5mins.

At the intersection of John Page Dr and Marshall St the surface became hard again and the size of the spaces
 smaller with no activities. I noticed a drop in the number of interactions but a few of the interactions lasted
 longer than 5mins but less than 10mins. I had one interaction with two men who came up to me and asked me
 what I was doing and we spoke for about 8mins.

At the intersection of John Page Dr and Main St the surface was hard and the size of the space opened up a little
 with a large amount of activities occurring in that space and in its vicinity. I noticed a large rise in the number of
 interactions with the majority of them lasting between 5-10mins and a few lasting between 10-20mins. At this
 intersection, I had 3 separate interactions that two lasted between 5-10mins and one was a short memorable
 interaction with a toddler.

 
In conclusion, the areas that created the most interactions were the areas with lots of activities and moderate
 sized open spaces. The longest duration of interactions happened within the park and not on any of the
 intersections.
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